ABSTRACT. We present an elementary topological proof that the roots of a polynomial vary continuously as a function of the coefficients.
It is, or should be, common knowledge that the roots of a polynomial over C vary continuously as a function of the coefficients. Here we present an elementary topological proof of this important fact. Of course, the coefficients vary continuously as a function of the roots; indeed, the coefficients can be given as a symmetric polynomial mapping of the roots. It is natural to ask if this mapping is continuously invertible, and this is the question we answer in Theorem A.
Before becoming more precise, we should mention that proofs, probably in large numbers, exist in the literature in differing contexts. For example, for polynomials of degree 2, 3, or 4, Galois theory tells us the roots can be found by explicit formulas of the coefficients involving radicals. ([4] is a good source.) However, a general study of continuity can still be tricky. For polynomials without multiple roots, the Complex Implicit Function Theorem can be used to show the roots vary analytically with the coefficients [1] . For general polynomials our Theorem B follows from an application of Rouché's theorem [3] .
As stated above, our purpose is to give a topological proof that the roots of a polynomial are given as a continuous function of the coefficients. We may assume all polynomials P of degree n are normalized so P(z) = zn + axzn-1 + ---+ an.
We will identify P with the vector o = (ai,... ,an) in C™. By the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, we know P can be factored as Let s > 0 be given so that i ^ j implies that B(£i,e) n ß(ij, e) = 0. Then there exists 6 > 0 so that b G B(a, 6) implies the polynomial Q(z) = zn + b1zn'1 + ---+bn has exactly mj roots (counting multiplicity) in B(£j,e).
